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The Quarterly is normally produced by our very capable and talented member
Clare Park but due to health issues she is unable to be the editor on this edition so
please keep that in mind as you read it. It is not nearly as organized and well
presented as Clare would have it but I hope you enjoy the read. I for one very
much appreciate all the hard work and dedication Clare has put into the
newsletter over the last several years and really look forward to having her back
on board.
Get well soon my friend,
Leah McBride
Advertising rates for CNASA Members :
ONE FULL PAGE COLOUR AD

FREE

SECOND FULL PAGE COLOUR AD

$5.00

NON MEMBER RATES (SUBJECT TO APPROVAL) :
ONE FULL PAGE COLOUR AD

$20.00

SECOND FULL PAGE COLOUR AD

$25.00

HALF PAGE COLOUR AD

$15.00

ALL ADS MUST BE CAMERA READY
Please send cheques to the treasurer:
Melissa O’Reilly
60 Singleton Road
Scarborough, ON M1R 1H9
Moreilly3@gmail.com
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We welcome a new president to CNASA ,
Shawna Weibe…
Spring is finally here! In Manitoba that means “Spring Ahead” and we lose an
hour of sleep; the amphibexes (giant green, ice breaking, machines) are out on
the river trying to prevent ice jams and floods; and melting snow brings on mud
season. Oh, the horrors of mud season!

Spring is also a time of new beginnings and therefore a very appropriate season to
welcome in a new Board of Directors and some exciting changes for CNASA.

One of the areas that this board has chosen to focus on is the membership.

We want a strong membership. An involved membership. A membership that
feels connected. A membership that feels they have a voice and are heard.
The CNASA member email group has been in existence for many years but it has
died a slow and painful death. We are trying to resurrect that list and encourage
all members to join. News, events, and member discussion items, will all be
posted on the list. The Board of Directors are all members of the list and are
available to answer questions and take note of member wants and concerns.

The Board has also built and released a CNASA Facebook page!
The page that has been released is a general information page, a place for people
searching for information on Australian Shepherds to find resources and likeminded people. It’s also a very fast way for information on events to be released.
A second Facebook group for CNASA members is on the way! This group will be a
place for our members to speak out, tell the board what they would like from the
club, and also discuss all manner of subjects pertaining to Aussies, breeding,
showing, trialing, training, health, etc..

With change, comes work!

We are looking for members who would like to help out on committees. The
newsletter/website committee and the membership committee have lots of work
and are looking for input from the membership. A member from each zone
would be ideal!
I have been excited, and pleased, to see events being sanctioned in zones across
the country. Even more excited to see some Herding Trials being offered!
Remember that CNASA can sanction conformation events, herding trials, and
agility trials! Think about planning an event with your zone director.
Thank you again to Leah McBride and her husband for stepping up to get this
newsletter out to our membership! Best wishes and a speedy recovery to our
past president, newsletter editor, and webmaster, Clare Park.
I hope to “see” you all on Facebook or the CNASA list, and look forward to hearing
from you!
Shawna Wiebe
kinring@mymts.net
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Zone 1 – Carly Smith
Carly is new to the board of directors so I thought I would include her Bio so you can all get to
know her along with her zone report…
Carly has been involved in the dog world for the past 27 years, starting in competition
obedience with a Bichon Frise and learning to show in conformation in various breeds.
From there, she discovered Australian Shepherds and in 1994 she got her first Aussie and has
had them since. Over the past 21 years these Aussies have seen her competing and titling in
conformation, obedience, rally, herding and agility. Carly enjoys how wonderfully versatile this
breed is and how willing they are to try everything put in front of them.
Carly is dedicated to the Australian Shepherd and CNASA and is looking forward to this new
venture as Director for Zone one. She is currently a member of CNASA, CKC and ASCA. Her
kennel name is LookQuest Australian Shepherds.

Spring is on its way and here on the coast we have flowers poking up already.
Hopefully the rest of BC and YK get some relief from their snow and can enjoy the
same warm weather we’re having soon!
2015 brings my first experience with working on the CNASA board and I’m excited
to be involved with this club. Show season is just beginning for many of us, so I’m
looking forward to hearing everyone’s brags and accomplishments. I hope to see
some great ads and contributions to our newsletter from all our Zone 1 members.
At this point we have no plans for events, but let’s change that, get in touch with
me and let’s see what we can do! You may have to excuse some growing pains as
I learn what this role is all about and how to navigate it.
Carly Smith
saucyaussies@hotmail.com

Zone 2 – Leah McBride
Well, this winter has been far kinder than last’s but it does make me wonder what
Spring will bring when it arrives this weekend…
There is a great Aussie weekend planned for the 27-29 of March in Camrose
Alberta with 3 all breed CKC shows and trials and 2 ASCA shows as well. The
following weekend we move on to Red Deer and the show season will be in full
swing!!
I’m looking forward to getting back in the herding pens and I know there are
many with exciting litter plans as well as show and trialing plans for the coming
season , can’t wait to hear about it all!
I would love to hear from my Zone members on what kind of events they would
like to see here, whether they be actual show/discipline events, educational types
such as seminars or clinics or just some things like fun days with our extended
puppy families and spending some real quality time enjoying this wonderful
breed….I am all ears and would love your input!
Leah McBride
colanna@xplornet.com
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Zone 3 – Shannon Cole
Greetings from Zone 3
We have been busy here in Zone 3. We completed another successful Regional
Specialty in November at the Wheat City Kennel Club all breed show in Brandon,
MB. There were some nice entries and we had some beautiful stain glass prizes
designed by Rick Denzin - Sheeps Kin Australian Shepherds. We also offered a
booster the same weekend. A booster at the Crocus Obedience and Kennel Club
in Brandon on February 15, 2015.
CNASA will be offering a booster at the Prairie Canine Academy all breed show in
Balgonie, SK June 19-21. The judge will be Michel Bouchard.
We will also be offering another Regional Specialty and booster in Winnipeg, MB
at the Manitoba Canine Association in August 2015. This is an excellent venue
with 15 National and Regional Specialties that weekend. MCA will be offering
obedience, rally and agility at their venue so it should be a fun and busy weekend.
I’m looking forward to a new year; the board has some new ideas in the works
and are hoping to get the membership involved. To those in my Zone I’m always
available for comments and concerns.

Shannon Cole
Director Zone 3
SK, MB and NWT
tscole@mymts.net
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Zone 4 – Leah Swatko
There have been changes in 2015 to the CNASA. We have several new people who
have willingly stepped up to fill positions as others stepped down. I welcome all
the new people and thank those who volunteered their time to help keep CNASA
on a firm footing. There are plans in the works for the New Year and I look
forward to the accomplishments of all CNASA members. Some of us have faced
hard challenges and the loss of loved ones, canine and human, over the year and
my heart goes out to you all.

Zone 4 is a vast area with the largest membership. I would say it was due to our
gentle climate and lovely winters, but that would be nothing like what we have
experienced so far this year! Extreme cold, frigid winds, and drifting snow is a
normal winter, no one said we needed to have weeks of bitterly cold mornings
and more weather alerts than any year for decades. Well enough with that! The
sun has a little more strength and in sheltered areas the dogs enjoy the warmth.

We have turned our thoughts to the coming events of this year.

All Zone 4 members are encouraged to send in accomplishments and though most
of us have fewer titles, we still are proud and love our dogs to the moon and back.
So to the coming year, due to work load and time lines there will not be a
Regional Specialty this year. Yes disappointing to all, I am working towards
holding a Regional Specialty with K-W KC for next April. Contacting the club and
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getting an agreement that will work for all of us. The reality is the majority of
Aussies showing and trialing people are south of Barrie so any events need to be
held in the more populated areas with expectations of larger entries. If anyone
has some ideas please contact me privately and we can look at what is possible.

The health and wellbeing of any club is linked to the investment of the
membership and we are working to build stronger lines of communication and
participation. Participation is not just entering an event; it is also working as a
volunteer. Some of us have more disposable time so can give more, others work
and busy lives with many other commitments. This doesn’t mean they can’t
commit to helping if only submitting an article of interest for the Newsletter.
I appreciate hearing of the Zone 4 member’s accomplishments and asked for
members to send me some winter pictures and what they did with their dogs in
2014.
Bev Hurst of Performance Plus Australian Shepherds, K9101 Dog Agility, at
www.k9101.ca 613-678-2553 sent me a long list of what she has been doing and
well it sure tosses down the gauntlet for the rest of us, all I can say is wow!
To see more please go to Bev’s web site. I can’t begin to cover these
accomplishments on this limited space. Yes there is that many!

In closing I wish for spring flowers and the wonderful aroma of fresh earth. The
time to work my dogs and train towards titles in many venues now is the best
time to formulate your competitive plans for the coming year’s shows and trials.
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Spring on Manitoulin Island.
Kind regards,
Leah Swatko
ministik@xplornet.com
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Zone 5 – Caroline Carrier
Bonjour à tous les membres de la zone 5!!
Une nouvelle année commence avec de nouveaux membres dans le comité à qui
je souhaite la bienvenue et avec de nouveaux défis!! J'espère recevoir de vos
nouvelles au coursde l'année pour que je puisse en faire part aux autres
membres.
N'hésitez pas à me contacter pour quoi que ce soit qui a trait à notre belle race!
Nous vous demandons votre aide pour rendre le CNASA plus fort!!

Cette année, des boosters sont à l'agenda dans notre zone, je vous donnerez plus
de détails à ce sujet quand il sera temps et il y aura aussi l'organisation d'une
clinique de herding suivi de deux concours du CKC.

Le premier booster sera à Trois-Pistoles la fin de semaine du 9-10 mai, il y en aura
un en obéissance et un en conformation! À suivre à la sortie des premiums sur
Canuck Dogs!

Au plaisir de vous croiser en compétition!!!
Caroline Carrier
sweetnsour@hotmail.fr
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Zone 6 – Angela Slauenwhite
Hello CNASA Members! It's been a crazy start to 2015 with lots of snowstorms
but spring is just around the corner. Here in the Atlantic provinces, we are
looking forward to the 2015 show/trial season. Hope to see lots of Aussies out
this year!

Angela Slauenwhite
angelaandcollin@hotmail.com
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What’s In Your Puppy Package?
With Shawna Weibe

Continuing with the “What’s In Your…?” series, another addition to the puppy
package that goes home with your puppies.

Contracts are tough! How do you protect yourself, your puppies, and the buyer?
What is fair to all the parties involved?
What will stand up in a legal court of law?
This is a very basic, companion puppy contract. What would you add? Change?

Please use the CNASA members group or the CNASA Facebook page to discuss
contracts and puppy packages!

XXX Australian Shepherds
Your street
Your Town, province, and postal code
Canada
xxx-xxx-xxxx XXX@mts.net

Contract of Sale – Companion Dog Puppy

XXX, (“Seller” or “Breeder”), on this date

sells the Australian Shepherd

described below.

Name:
Date of Birth:

Sex:

Colour:

Eye colour:

Microchip/Tattoo:
CKC Litter reg. #:

CKC Individual reg. #:

ASCA Litter reg.#:

ASCA Individual reg.#

Sire: CH Super Great Stud Dog
Color:
ASCA reg.#:

CKC reg. #:

OFA: OFA good, elbows normal

CERF: Normal/Normal

Dam: CH Super Excellent Mommy Dog
Color:
ASCA reg.#:
OFA: OFA good, elbows normal

CKC reg.#:
CERF: Normal/Normal

Buyer:

Name
Address
Phone number
Email

I/We received an Australian Shepherd on

from XXX, Your Address, for the

sum of $XXX CDN and subject to the following conditions.

The breeder guarantees this puppy to be in good health at the time of this
agreement. It is recommended that the buyer have the puppy examined by a
veterinarian within 72 hours of receiving the puppy (at buyer’s expense). If the
puppy is determined to be unsound or in poor health the buyer may:
- Keep the puppy, assuming all costs for its care.
- Return the puppy and registration papers to the seller for a 100% refund,
provided dog and registration papers are returned within 3 working days of the
veterinary exam.
- Return the puppy and registration papers to the seller, to be replaced with the
next available like prospect.
All shipping costs for dogs replaced or returned for any reason are the
responsibility of the buyer.

The breeder guarantees this dog to be free of hereditary defects (such as, but not
limited to, hip dysplasia, elbow dysplasia, cataracts, colobomas, epilepsy) until 5
years of age. If this dog is found to have a hereditary defect the buyer may:
- Keep the dog, assuming all costs for it’s care. Buyer is entitled to a
replacement puppy or ½ of the original sale price upon showing the OFA
and/or CERF report as well as proof of spay/neuter
- Return the dog, including registration papers (CKC/ASCA/AKC) signed over to
the breeder, as well as the OFA and/or CERF report. The buyer may then
request a replacement puppy or ½ of the original sale price.
All shipping costs for dogs replaced or returned for any reason will be the
responsibility of the buyer.

Buyer agrees to take the dog through a minimum of a 6 week puppy
socialization/puppy obedience/puppy agility/puppy handling class before the age
of 6 months, AND, a minimum of a 6 week beginner obedience/handling/agility
class between the age of 12-18 months.

Buyer agrees to that the dog shall receive regular, adequate care from a licensed
veterinarian, including a generally accepted schedule of vaccinations, heart worm
testing & medication, and to be kept free of parasites such as fleas, ticks, and
worms.
Buyer agrees to provide and maintain adequate housing, including but not limited
to, access to indoor heating and cooling, and to keep the dog properly confined in
such a manner to provide adequate opportunity and room for exercise, adequate
protection from predators, automobiles, and other hazards.

Buyer agrees that the dog will NOT be left in a garage, backyard, kennel, or on a
chain/tie out for extended periods of time; this dog is to be maintained as a house
pet. The dog must never be allowed to run free without supervision. The dog will
be properly exercised and maintained at a healthy weight.
If the dog is found by the Seller to be mistreated or neglected, the Seller reserves
the right to repossess the dog. The Buyer agrees to sign the dogs CKC, ASCA and
AKC (if applicable) over to the Seller.

The Buyer agrees not to sell this dog (or its offspring) to any commercial dog
center nor to anyone intending to breed for commercial resale.

If for any reason the Buyer cannot, or chooses not to, keep the dog (at any age)
the Breeder MUST be notified and given the option to regain, buy, or assist in
placing the dog. Ownership of this dog cannot be transferred in any way
without consultation with the Breeder. If the Breeder buys back the dog, the
buy back price will not exceed fair market value (as determined by a mutually
chosen Australian Shepherd breeder).

The dog’s registered name will start with XXX and will not contain any other
kennel name unless written permission is given by XXX. The Buyer must register
the dog with ASCA within 60 days of receiving the individual registration
application.

The Buyer agrees to notify the Seller in writing within two weeks of any change of
address and/or phone number.

This dog shall be registered on a CKC/ASCA Non-Breeding Contract.

Breach of contract may result in the seller repossessing the dog. If this is deemed
necessary, the buyer will sign over all registration papers to the seller.

Spaying or Neutering:
In the case of a male puppy, neuter may NOT take place prior to 18 mth
In the case of a female puppy, spaying may NOT take place prior to 14 mth
Additional Notes:

Signed:
Seller ______________________________ Date ______________

Buyer ______________________________ Date ______________

Buyer ______________________________ Date ______________
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How Can We Help Our Geriatric Dogs
By Keri Hudson Reykdal, BSC, DVM
Large breed dogs; Retrievers, Shepherds, Rottweilers, etc. are considered senior
after the age of six. Small breeds; Poodles, Chihuahuas, Shih Tzus, etc. are
considered senior at 9 or 10 years of age. Senior pets have special needs. If we
address these needs early, we can give our pets an excellent quality of life as they
become “senior citizens”.
Normal signs of aging include graying around the muzzle and slight haze in the
pupils of the eye. The slight haze that develops in a dogs’ eye is called lenticular
sclerosis. The lens becomes slightly cloudy but it does not affect vision. This is
not the same as cataracts. Cataracts can cause the entire lens to become white
and opague. Cataracts can be a sign of serious disease. Dogs may become hard
of hearing as they age. If a pet experiences sudden deafness, it should be
examined by a veterinarian to rule out serious disease or ear infections. Slow
onset of hearing loss can be a normal sign of aging but it should not cause pain,
head shaking or discharge. If you notice any abnormal signs, please have your pet
examined. Dogs can be taught hand signals to help them stay safe and continue
to be part fo the family.
Your pet’s muscle mass may start to decrease with age. This often a normal part
of aging. However, if you notice that your pet is becoming pot-bellied or losing
weight quickly, they should come for a visit to the vet clinic. Diseases such as
Cushing’s, Addison’s, Hypothryoid and some forms of cancer can creep up on
owners because they see their pets every day. Veterinarians are trained to pick
up on subtle changes. Because your vet sees your pet on a yearly basis, changes
in your pet can be quickly obvious on exam.

When your pet becomes a senior, several steps should be taken to increase their
longevity. We recommend that blood work and urine are tested every 1-2 years.
These tests enable us to catch diseases such as diabetes, liver disease, kidney
disease, thyroid or endocrine diseases early. When diseases that occur commonly
with aging are caught early, they can be treated and extended the quality and
quantity of your pet’s life.
As pets age, they eventually start to slow down. While slowing down can be a
normal part of aging, we need to monitor the changes in our pets’ activity and
way of moving. Watch for subtle changes in the way they lie down and get up
and how they manage the stairs or jump onto objects. Changes in the way your
pet moves may indicate the beginning of pain in their joints caused by
osteoarthritis.
Osteoarthritis is common in dogs (and cats) as they age, especially in large breed
dogs. Their joints are affected by a degenerative form of arthritis which causes a
decrease in the amount and quality of joint fluid, breakdown of cartilage and
friction in the joint capsule. These changes result in inflammation and pain in
joints.
Several things can be done to decrease the affects and slow the progression of
arthritis:
1. Weight-Keep pets at a lean body weight (ribs should be easily felt under
a very thin layer of fat and dog should have noticeable waist tuck).
2. Exercise-Exercise in moderation. Too much high impact exercise can be
hard on a pet’s joints however exercise in moderation is good for
preventing arthritis.
3. NSAID’s-A veterinarian can prescribed anti-inflammatories that are safe
for daily use in pets (never give your pet Tylenol, aspirin or ibuprofen).
4. Food-There are veterinary diet foods specially formulated to help
improve joint mobility and slow the progression of arthritis.

5. Joint support drugs and nutriceuticals-Cartrophen/Glucosamine-may be
helpful in decreasing or slowing the effects of arthritis in the joints.
All of the above recommendations help slow the progression of arthritis.
However, keeping your pet at a healthy, lean weight is a KEY to preventing or
decreasing the signs of arthritis. Obesity is the #1 cause of osteoarthritis in aging
animals. Any recommendations will be futile in keeping your pet comfortable if
he/she is overweight. We recommend a combined approach to manage arthritis
which includes diet, exercise, NSAIDS, Cartrophen and Hill’s J/D or MCRC Mobility.
But the most important first step to managing arthritis is keeping your pet at a
healthy weight.
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The Three Second Rule for Canine Greetings

Three seconds is the maximum amount of time an initial greeting between two dogs on leash should last. “One potato, two
potato, three and walk away.” When you’re walking away after number three, give each dog a second for two to forget about
each other. Once both dogs have been distracted, you can bring them back for another meeting (assuming the first one
went well) for a longer duration.
▪ Pay attention to both dogs! If the initial greeting escalates before “three”, walk away sooner.
▪ Remember that eye to eye greetings (direct eye to eye stare downs) are a recipe for disaster. If there is a stare down
going on, don’t allow the dogs to meet. Appropriate dog to dog greeting should not be nose to nose, but rather
glancing and looking away and more of a side approach.
▪ Watch the tails! If the tails are stiff, tucked tightly or only the tip is wagging very fast (which means the dog is aroused) like
a rattle snake, then you need to end the greeting before the three seconds are up. A good tail wag for greetings is
soft and loose, almost like the whole back end of the dog is wagging.
▪ Watch the heads! If one dog is positioning his head over the top of the other dog’s head or shoulders, walk away before
the three seconds is up.
▪ Watch the mouth! If the dogs’ jaws are tight and they are not breathing, walk away before the three seconds is up.
▪ Look for butt sniffing! It is common and good for dogs to sniff each other’s butts. I like to call it “reading the pee mail”. A
good canine greeting involves the dogs walking in a circle sniffing for “pee mail”, which loose and curvy bodies.
Even with a good initial greeting, the three second rule still applies!
▪ Loose leash! During the greeting, keep the leash loose – tight leashes raise arousal in a dog. When the three seconds is
up, don’t jerk on the leash and pull your dog away, rather call your dog away and keep that leash loose!
▪ The three second rule is important for the first greeting, and a very good practice for ALL dog greetings. Give them their
three seconds, walk away and if all goes well, take it from there!
Facilitating a proper canine greeting will lay a foundation for your dog to have healthy relationships with other dogs. The
three second rule gives your dog the opportunity to know that you’ve got things under control, that s/he is safe and that
builds trust.

COPYRIGHT © 2015 MY BEST BUDDY DOG TRAINING
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Member Theresa Casselman writes on her adventures to the 2014 ASCA Nationals …
On October 9th, I hopped a plane to Houston, Texas for a week-long trip to the 2014 edition of
ASCA Nationals. I was met at the airport by dear friends and fellow Aussie enthusiasts, and
shown that wonderful southern hospitality. After a nearly 2-hour drive in Texas freeway traffic,
enjoying beautiful scenery along the way, including Texas Longhorn cattle, we arrived at the
Brazos County Expo in Bryan, Texas. The fairgrounds was a perfect site for Nationals with
covered stock arena, grooming stalls in the nearby barn, which also housed obedience and
Rally, conformation a short walk from the barn, agility, vendors, and plenty of grassy areas for
walking the dogs … everything for making a Nationals event very exhibitor friendly.
I was met in Bryan by my girl, Prim, who had traveled from California to Texas with handler Aj
Tavares. While I was tempted to have Aj handle Prim in the pre-shows, since I had not shown
her in over a year, I was easily persuaded to get in the ring myself. So glad I did as the pride and
excitement one feels when your exhibit is Breeder/Owner handled, is a thrill I would not have
wanted to miss. Prim garnered a 4th place in the Hill Country ASC pre-show, a 1st in the New
Hope ASC pre-show, and a FIRST in Open Red Merle at the 2014 ASCA National! Coming out of
the ring, I was so excited, I could hardly breathe.
Due to ring conflicts of fellow exhibitors, I was also given the opportunity to handle a couple of
other Aussies, including sweet young Hula for fellow Canadian, Leo Hui. After the Aussies, the
next most important thing on the week’s agenda … FOOD. Although I don’t think I will ever get
my fill of Mexican food, we enjoyed some wonderful meals, including authentic Texas BBQ and
some homemade Louisiana gumbo.
Prim also had the opportunity to try Barn Hunt, and loved it! I hope this event catches on out
here as the dogs really seem to enjoy themselves, sniffing out the rat, hopping up, over, and
under bales.
I am so thankful I had the opportunity to attend the ASCA Nationals, to reconnect with old
friends and forge new friendships, and to watch the best of the best in our beloved breed, in all
venues, showcasing the versatility of the Australian Shepherd.
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The results of the November 15, 2014 Regional Specialty held in Brandon,
Manitoba. Thank you to Judge Anna Hewson.
Best of Breed Khaleesi The Thunder Rolls
Best of Opposite Sex CH Crystal Winds Just a Kiss
Best of Winners Khaleesi The Thunder Rolls
Winners Dog Khaleesi The Thunder Rolls
Winners Bitch Kinring’s Bright Reign
Reserve Winners Dog Sheep’s Kin Heaven’s on Fire
Reserve Winners Bitch Kinring’s Antares
Award of Merit CH Kinring's Azeri
Select Dog GCH Kinring’s Ticket To The Top
Select Bitch CH Kinring’s Flooded with Attitude
Best of Breed (Altered) CH Kinring’s Honour and Valour
Best of Opposite Sex (Altered) CH Harmony Hill’s Hot Topic
Best of Winners (Altered) CH Kinring’s Honour and Valour
Winners Dog (Altered) CH Kinring’s Honour and Valour
Reserve Winners Dog (Altered) CH JFCoventry's Lock And Load
Winners Bitch CH Harmony Hill’s Hot Topic
Reserve Winners Bitch CH Uproar’s Too Hot to Handle
Best Veteran CH Harmony Hill’s Hot Topic
Best Herding Title CH Kinring’s Honour and Valour
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Brags and news from our members ….
~ from Leah McBride,Casey Benton & Alanna Stanton – Colanna Aussies in Alberta

Colanna’s Remember Me – “Poppy”handled by Casey and Colanna’s Fly Wide
Open – “Zipper” handled by Leah finished up their Rally Novice appearances in
style at the BRCA Shows with perfect 100 scores , placing 1st and 2nd in class
respectively.
The following weekend Zipper earned her Rally Advanced Title with another High
In Class placement. Both Zipper and Poppy along with their Mom Aria Alchera’s
Love Song For Colanna also earned their CGN’s.
Colanna’s Party On HT CGN – “Garth” handled by Leah and Colanna’s Buried
Treasure HT – “Pirate” handled by Alanna also attained their JHD titles in AHBA.

~ from Carol Gordon, Okotoks, Alberta

CH WR Aussies Blaze of Fire – “Blaze” took one - second placement and one third placement at the Pre-shows at Nationals and a third placement at the
Nationals. Also he was #7 Aussie in Canada at the end of December. As well, he
took Winners Dog x 2 and BOS x 2 at the ASCA shows in Regina, BOW and BOS at
the ASCA shows in July near Regina, as well as Winners Dog, BOW and BOB at the
ASCA show in January, 2015 at AKC. Blaze has all 3 ASCA majors and just a few
points away and he will have his ASCA championship - all Canadian ASCA shows.
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~ from Shannon Cole in Manitoba

(Monty) CH Kinrings’s Honour and Valour CGN CD HSs TT RA HATD 1 winning
Altered Best of Breed and Best Herding Titled at the Regional Specialty held on
November 15, 2015. Thank you to judge Anna Hewson. Monty went on to win
Altered Best in group three out of four shows at the WCKC all breed show. That
same weekend he went on to finish his Rally Advanced title. Monty also
competed in the Manitoba Australian Shepherd Club ASCA show where he won
Best In Show under Judge Joyce Love and Altered Best of Breed under Judge
Raymond Lariviere. I’m so very proud of my boy. Monty is loved and owned by
Shannon Cole.
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Mackenzie Jean Cole winning Best Veteran and Altered BOS with CH Harmony
Hills Hot Topic CGN CD HT RN. (Brighton) Mackenzie Jean went on to win Overall
Best Junior Handler in the CNASA Specialty. She also went on to win Overall Best
Junior Handler at the Manitoba Doberman Pincher Regional Specialty and third
place in the all breed junior handling the same weekend. Brighton is owned and
loved by Mackenzie Jean Cole
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~ from Janis McCarthy , Petersfield, MB www.coventryaussies.ca

Introducing "Tease", CH Crystal Winds Just A Kiss!, shown here with her breeder,
Jodi Dovel (Crystal Winds) and Judge Anna Hewson. Thank you, Judge Hewson, for
awarding Tease BOS out of a beautiful line up of girls at our CNASA Speciality held
Nov. 15, 2014 at the Wheat City Show in Brandon, MB. Thank you to Donna
Graham for handling Tease to this win. Tease is owned by myself and Jodi Dovel.
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My altered male, "Hawkeye", CH JFCoventry's Lock And Load, RN, CGC, HIC, was
Altered Reserve Winners Dog at the same CNASA specialty Nov. 15/14. He is
shown here with his Altered WD/BW wins at our ASCA show that same evening
with Judge Joyce Love and handler Jill Gray Mulligan. Thank you, Judge Hewson
for Hawkeye's specialty win and thank you Judge Love for his ASCA wins and
thank you, Jill, for stepping up to show Hawkeye for me. Hawkeye is owned and
bred by myself.
Nov. 14/14, under Judge Sandra Lex at the Wheat City show, Hawkeye's first time
out in CKC Altered, he took BOW, Breed and Group! So proud of my blue boy!
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~ from Gail Stephens, Kirrabilli Aussies in Ontario

"My Tye & Capri daughter Kirrabilli's Natural Hat Trick "Quinn" was Best Baby
Puppy In Show on Feb 14 at Ontario Breeders. Quinn showed like a dream for
owner/handler Carolyn McIntyre, new to the breed & the ring!
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~ from Karen Doughty in Ontario

I would like to add a “brag” that my boy got his Canadian Championship this past
weekend at the Scarborough Show in Orangeville
His is CH Tresrullah’s All Tuckered Out – “Tucker”( CH Bay Shore Stonehaven
Heartbreaker at HHC x Northbay Trifecta Ice Wine)

~ from Lisa Dahr in Nova Scotia
Gr. Ch. Garrison's Black Powder, RE, TT finished 2014 with a bang by completing
his Rally Excellent title in three straight trials and then went on to earn his first
RAE leg. Gunner earned multiple High in Class awards in 2014, finishing as the #2
Aussie in Canada based on Canuck Dog standings! We look forward to what 2015
will bring us with this young dog!

Here are some good recipes for dog treats shared by Shannon Cole :
Fishy Fudge
2 cans of tuna in water OR 1 large can of salmon in water
2 eggs
1 tsp garlic powder
1 ½ cups whole wheat or white flour
In a blender (or with a fork), combine fish with canning water, eggs, and garlic.
Blend until smooth. Pour into a bowl and add flour. Press into a greased 9 x 9
baking dish and bake at 350F for 20 minutes. Remove from the oven and cut into
about 1 inch squares. It will be sticky, but will get solid (fudge-like consistency)
when you return to oven with heat turned off for another 10-15 minutes. Store in
the fridge in a sealed container. Will keep about two weeks.
Sardine Dreams
1 can (120 g) sardines packed in water, undrained
1/2 cup water
1/4 cup canola oil
2 cups whole wheat flour
3/4 cup cornmeal
Combine undrained sardines, water and oil. Mash sardines with fork. Add flour
and cornmeal and combine into soft dough with your hands. Make dough into
small balls and place on ungreased cookie sheet. Press each down with the back
of a fork, like a peanut butter cookie. Bake at 350 for 15-20 minutes, until firm. If
you want a firmer cookie, turn the oven off and leave the cookies to cool off in
the oven.
Liver Loaf
1 lb liver (beef or chicken)
3 cups oatmeal or oat flour
1 egg
1 clove garlic or 1 tsp garlic powder
Puree liver, egg and garlic in food processor. Stir in oat flour. Pour batter into
greased loaf pan. Bake for an hour @ 300 degrees. Slice when cool and
freeze/refrigerate immediately.

Oatmeal Orbs
2 cups oats
1 ½ cups whole wheat flour
2 tbsp flax seed (optional)
1 tsp baking powder
1 egg
2 tbsp canola oil
2 tbsp honey
¾ cup water
¾ cup natural peanut butter
In bowl or food processor combine first four ingredients until well blended and
coarsely ground. Add egg, oil, honey, water and peanut butter until dough comes
together. Turn onto floured countertop and knead to make sure everything is well
incorporated. Roll the dough into ropes and then cut the ropes into cubes of
appropriate size for your dog. Bake at 350 degrees for 20 minutes until firm,
golden on the bottom and cracked on the top. Turn off oven and leave treats
inside to cool if you wish to harden them further.
Sardine Smoothies
In blender combine 3 eggs, 1 can of sardines packed in oil, and 1 package (inside
sleeve not the entire box) of graham crackers. Blend until liquidy, then pour into
greased 8 by 8 inch baking pan. Bake at 350 degrees for approximately 20
minutes until it looks rubbery and light brown on top. Let cool and cut into
appropriate size for your dog.
Peanut Butter and Banana Brownies
2 over ripe mashed bananas
½ cup natural peanut butter
2 tbsp canola or other vegetable oil
2 tbsp honey
2 eggs
1 cup whole wheat flour
1 tsp baking powder
Combine first five ingredients, then add flour and baking powder and stir just until
blended. Spread into a greased 8 by 8 inch pan and bake for 25 to 30 minutes in a
350 degree oven. Cool and then cut into appropriate size for your dog.
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The End…

Enjoy some
Aussietime !!

